
Legendary Whispers to Release the First Re-
Record of Their Catalog

Embarking on the journey to own their masters

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA , UNITED STATES,

September 1, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

With over 58 years in the music industry and

a myriad of disappointments with traditional

record companies, the Whispers have

embarked on a journey to re-record covers

of their catalog of hits. The Tag “Whispers’

Version” will be included on each title so

fans can distinguish their versions from

those owned by the record labels. The first

release to drop on September 9, 2022 on all

streaming platforms is their most popular,

“And the Beat Goes On (Whispers’ Radio

version),” to be followed by the extended

Dance Version. Soon to follow will be, “Rock

Steady,” “Olivia” and “Keep On Loving Me”

along with Karaoke versions. The Catalog

will be released independently by the

Whispers in partnership with B & A Entertainment of Las Vegas as the distributor and

administrator.

We want to reap some of

the financial benefits that

record companies have

enjoyed at our expense for

decades.”

Wallace "Scotty" Scott

Inspired and encouraged by artists such as Taylor Swift and

Kelly Clarkson, who recently brought the re- recording

issue to the forefront, and Anita Baker’s struggles to

acquire ownership of her masters, the Whispers’ goal is to

own the sound recordings (“masters”) of their life’s work.

All Whispers’ musical

compositions (with their vocals on them) are considered

their “Catalog.” In most cases, the record company owns

the copyright to the “sound recording,” and the writer owns

the copyright to the lyrics and compositions. The Artist has no control, receiving a very small

percentage of the song’s proceeds when the songs are used in film, television, commercials, and

http://www.einpresswire.com


The Whispers in The Music and Medicine Studio with

host, Dr. Moshe Lewis

other platforms. Still in possession of

their powerful voices and produced by

longtime Producer Magic Mendez,

listeners will easily recognize the

smooth, lead vocals of twin brothers

Wallace “Scotty” Scott and Walter Scott,

and the silky tenor of Leaveil Degree,

blending sweet harmonies. According

to Scotty, “We want to reap some of the

financial benefits that record

companies have enjoyed at our

expense for decades ." Walter

expressed a similar sentiment: “Record

contracts have not always been artist-

friendly. We and other artists have

historically been disadvantaged by the

contracts that we've signed.”

The Whispers are one of the first “Old

School” artists to take control of their

music. They hope that others will

follow. Willette Ballard, Vice President

of B & A Entertainment expressed her

excitement about this endeavor:

“When fans go on a streaming site

searching for a Whispers’ song, they

will be able to select the Whispers’ re-

recording, adding more revenue to the

Whispers that they should have

received in the first place.” Their

previous independent releases include

a social justice single in 2020, “How

Long” promoting love and unity during

a dark period of social unrest, and in

2021, they returned with “It’s Been Too

Long” a melodic reflection of their

classic R&B style. With a renewed focus

on “Ownership,” 2022 should be a

historical year. More information and

“pre-release” downloads can be found

on the Whispers’ website linked

below.



During this Whispers Week, we celebrate the Mighty Whispers who have produced hits for nearly

six decades. One of their latest releases, entitled, "How Long" which was inspired by the events

surrounding George Floyd remain as timely today as ever. They recently sat down with Music and

Medicine host, Dr. Moshe Lewis to discuss the meaning behind this song and the importance of

"Owning Your Own Masters." They are currently in the process of remastering many of their

greatest hits due out this fall. 

A link to the interview can be found here  at the bottom of this press release.

About The Whispers

The Whispers is an American group from Los Angeles, California who have scored hit records

since the late 1960s. They are best known for their two number one R&B singles, "And The Beat

Goes On" from 1980 and "Rock Steady" done in 1987. The Whispers scored 15 top-ten R&B

singles, and 8 top-ten R&B albums They have earned two platinum and five gold albums by the

RIAA.

About Music and Medicine

MUSIC AND MEDICINE (MNM) seeks to uplift the health of our entire planet by learning how

Musicians from Icons to New Artists developed their sound and faced important health issues in

their lives.

The show features Celebrity Physician/Musician Moshe Lewis MD as the host interviewing

various guest artists at their studios and home settings. The show also provides a performance

space that is an alternative to live concerts for popular as well as up-and-coming artists. This

allows the artists to relax, explore their creativity, and feel comfortable discussing sensitive

health & career issues in a familiar setting.

For the medical aspect, Dr. Lewis will cover health topics that raise awareness of the importance

of Prevention, Diagnostic Evaluation, and Expert Management. Common diseases range from

Anxiety, Cancer, High Blood Pressure, Diabetes, and Back pain. In addition, overcoming the

challenges of making it in the Entertainment Industry is a central theme. 

About Desirae L. Benson

With a Bachelor’s degree in Education and a Master’s degree in Language Acquisition and

Linguistics, Desirae has used her knowledge and experience in these areas as a catalyst for her

writing career. She also has over fifteen years of extensive experience in journalism, writing,

research analysis, and entertainment media representation.

She went on to work with the Fox Television Network in Japan as a spokesmodel and media

personality host for their special V.I.P events and “About Town” interview segments. As expected,

https://instagram.com/musicandmedicine.show?igshid=NmNmNjAwNzg=
https://www.instagram.com/desiraebbb/


this opened up even more doors for the blooming beauty. Desirae says she absolutely loves

these forms of expression because it allows her to build relationships with other like-minded

people.
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